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Learn German

Learn German

ا

Imparare il tedesco

学德文

Apprende allemand

ጀርመን ብሐንሳብ ንምሀር
Aprende aleman

Almanca ögren

ﮯ

Ucz się z nami języka niemieckiego!

ጀርመን ቑዋንቓ ባንድነት እንማር
Start of Courses:
Course Phase I
Course Phase II
Course Phase III
Course Phase IV

Estudar alemão

15.01. - 09.04.2019
30.04. - 25.06.2019
13.08. - 24.09.2019
15.10. - 17.12.2019
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Time: every Tuesday and Friday
09:00 - 10:30 a.m.
10:45 - 12:15 a.m.
both groups with babysitting
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Cost: € 2,- per class session
(with public assistance € 1,-)
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Instruction will be on three levels from absolute
beginners to advanced German. Experienced
instructors and 15 students maximum per course
ensure a good learning and social climate. Lateral
entry into running courses is possible after
consultation. During vacation times there will be no
classes.
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Registration and more information:
Petra Birke, Tel. 06173 939192
(not during the course times)
or in person at the Mehrgenerationenhaus:
on Tuesdays and Fridays 8:15 - 9:00.
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